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TECH SPECS

docWorks[e] is a single-license version with the following specifi cations for small to medium sized library projects:

Supported Input formats
  TIFF (uncompressed, group3, group4, packbits, lzw)
  JPG
  JP2
  BMP
  GIF
  PDF
  Color 24 bit, Gray 8 bit, Black/White 1 Bit (all other 

formats are converted (8 and 16 colors in 24 bit)

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, EASY TO USE

Digitizing and converting books, newspaperps, journals and ephemera in professionally 
structured and searchable digital copies is a challenging matter. There are various 
individual conversion steps that need to be processed to get good results: the implemen-
tation and adjustment of the scanned images, the analysis of zones and structure, OCR, 
and the fi nal integration of the meta data in exported fi les. If you have to go through so 
many diff erent steps of processing, often done by more than one software, there is a good 
chance that things might not run smoothly.

This is why CCS developed docWorks[e]. Thinking that the best way to avoid points of 
interfaces is to simply get rid of them, docWorks[e] is the fi rst software that covers the 
whole conversion process - from the import of the scanned images to the export of meta 
data enriched fi les. All in one software, all from one source. This way you don‘t have to 
deal with frustrating incompatibilities of modules. No workfl ow step is outsourced - it 
is all in your hands and under your control. And to make things even more convenient, 
docWorks[e] comes with a special Digitization Wizard that leads you through all steps, 
already starting during the installation of the software.

COMPLETE WORKFLOW SOLUTION 

Content Conversion Specialists has partnered with the Digital Transitions Division of 
Cultural Heritage (DCH) to serve the needs of the cultural heritage community in North 
America. This collaboration brings true preservation-grade image capture and conversion 
utilizing DCH Book Capture Systems and CCS docWorks[e] software. The seamless 
integration of these products ensures the best digital assets and the most effi  cient 
workfl ow the industry has to off er. CCS and Digital Transitions work together to provide 
you with superior support and service. Our specialized technicians will be with you 
every step of the way to make certain that your implementation of these technologies is 
successful. 

GREAT SPECTRUM OF FORMATS, IN AND OUT

The docWorks[e] scan client guarantees a smooth implementation of your scanned images 
and even the possibility to integrate existing meta data from your library catalogue.
Exported data covers all standard library formats including ePub. This way you can be 
sure that your digital collection can be searched for, found and viewed by many users. 
And if you are looking for an easy-to-use and intuitive way of presenting, why not use our 
presentation system for digital libraries. It was specifi cally designed for the ideal presen-
tation of digital collections and even enables your users to contribute to the value of your 
collection by correcting errors in the OCR text (User Text Correction). It is also open to 
third party plugins to allow users to easily share what they fi nd in your collection via email 
or social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. This is a valuable asset, as this 
group of users/contributors continuously grows larger and larger.
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There are four important reasons why 
libraries, collections and archives 

digitize their holdings:

1.
Digital collections are accessible to a 

world wide audience

2.
Searching these digital documents 

will not result in looking for the 
needle in a haystack

3.
It is the foundation for long term 

digital preservation

4.
The holdings will be available for 

second-cycle exploitation

Example of a newspaper with „zoned“ articles, illustrations, headlines and advertisementsBC100 Book Capture System

DT RGC180 Capture Cradle

THE DIGITIZATION AND CONVERSION WORKFLOW WITH DCH AND DOCWORKS[E]
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docWorks[e]Other conversion softwares

Exported data 
  METS XML
  ALTO XML
  Images (JPG, JP2, TIFF or others)
  PDF, Structured PDF, PDF/A 1a and 1b
  Full text XML und RTF fi les
  EPub

Metadata Formats
  Describing/bibliographical meta data: MODS or Dublin 

Core
  Administrative/technical meta data on images: MIX
  Structural meta data on the physical (page) structure:  

METS:structural map type= „physical“
  Logical structure (chapter, article et cetera): 

METS:structural map type= „logical“
  Z3950 Interface

Software Platforms
  Windows XP 
  Windows 7


